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Abstract: Automated individual tree crown detection and delineation (ITCD) using remotely sensed
data plays an increasingly significant role in efficiently, accurately, and completely monitoring forests.
This paper reviews trends in ITCD research from 1990–2015 from several perspectives—data/forest
type, method applied, accuracy assessment and research objective—with a focus on studies
using LiDAR data. This review shows that active sources are becoming more prominent in
ITCD studies. Studies using active data—LiDAR in particular—accounted for 80% of the total
increase over the entire time period, those using passive data or fusion of passive and active
data comprised relatively small proportions of the total increase (8% and 12%, respectively).
Additionally, ITCD research has moved from incremental adaptations of algorithms developed
for passive data sources to innovative approaches that take advantage of the novel characteristics of
active datasets like LiDAR. These improvements make it possible to explore more complex forest
conditions (e.g., closed hardwood forests, suburban/urban forests) rather than a single forest type
although most published ITCD studies still focused on closed softwood (41%) or mixed forest (22%).
Approximately one-third of studies applied individual tree level (30%) assessment, with only a quarter
reporting more comprehensive multi-level assessment (23%). Almost one-third of studies (32%) that
concentrated on forest parameter estimation based on ITCD results had no ITCD-specific evaluation.
Comparison of methods continues to be complicated by both choice of reference data and assessment
metric; it is imperative to establish a standardized two-level assessment framework to evaluate and
compare ITCD algorithms in order to provide specific recommendations about suitable applications
of particular algorithms. However, the evolution of active remotely sensed data and novel platforms
implies that automated ITCD will continue to be a promising technology and an attractive research
topic for both the forestry and remote sensing communities.

Keywords: tree detection; crown delineation; remotely sensed data; ITCD algorithm; forest type;
accuracy assessment

1. Introduction

Forest management decision-making processes require inventory information describing the
volume and growth of trees, forest plots, stands and large areas [1]. Forest inventory was initially
completed by expensive and time-consuming field surveys, with important stand level attributes
assessed based on integration of individual tree measurements—such as tree location, species,
diameter at breast height (DBH), tree height, and crown width—from sample plots [2,3]. Since the
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mid-20th century, aerial photographs have been applied to forest inventory and analysis [4,5] and
while such data sources created new opportunities and improved the efficiency of forest inventory,
visual interpretation of such data remained cost- and labor-intensive. Semi- and fully-automated
algorithms for detecting and delineating individual tree crowns from remotely sensed imagery now
play a critical role in modern forest inventory in terms of obtaining timely, accurate, and complete
forest information. Accurately delineated tree crowns are an essential component of precision forestry
and can be used to estimate crown size and DBH [6], crown closure [7], canopy structure [8], height and
biomass [9], improve tree species classification [10], and evaluate tree growth through measurement
over time [11]. Researchers have used many different terms—e.g., stem number estimation [12], single
tree detection [13], and automatic tree recognition [14]—while applying tree detection and delineation
techniques to address a variety of objectives. Individual tree crown detection and delineation (ITCD)
in this paper refers to the general procedure of recognizing individual trees, including tree top/trunk
detection and crown boundary delineation.

Research focused on automatic tree detection and delineation dates back to the mid-1980s, first
from passive aerial and satellite imagery, then from data derived from active sensors, and more
recently from the integration of multiple data sources [1,15]. Aerial imagery was the original and
one of the most critical passive remotely sensed data sources for ITCD studies, mainly because
of the high spatial resolution required for analysis at the individual tree level. Improvements in
spectral and spatial resolution of satellite imagery have recently played a significant role in enhancing
automated delineation of tree crowns; QuickBird and IKONOS are commonly used in ITCD studies [16,17].
However, without moving to stereo acquisition, passive sensors are largely limited to creating
two-dimensional representations of tree structure. An alternative to passive sensors are active remote
sensing devices that emit energy and then receive portions of the energy reflected back from a target.
Active sensors can directly capture vertical tree crown structure, providing novel input of height
for ITCD studies. The use of active sensors for individual-tree-based forest inventory began in the
late 1990s and early 2000s in Europe [18,19]. LiDAR (light detection and ranging) in particular has
been broadly applied and has contributed to the efficiency of local-scale inventories over the past
decade [20]. Due to the capacity for high spatial resolution, airborne laser scanner (ALS) data provide
significant advantages and dominate the active data sources applied to ITCD [21,22]. The potential for
combining optical imagery and active remotely sensed data has also been exploited, especially for
individual species identification [10,23]. The complementary nature of multi-source data provides
great opportunities for modern forest inventory.

In the last two decades, various semi- and fully-automatic algorithms have been developed for
individual tree detection and crown delineation. However, even if one method is best for a specific
application, it may not be optimal for other situations. For example, many approaches that worked well
on softwood stands have demonstrated lower accuracy for hardwood or mixed forests, particularly
those with high variation in terms of tree spacing, age or size, or when the crowns have a high degree of
overlap [24,25]. It is challenging to assess the accuracy of ITCD results because there is no standardized
accuracy assessment procedure [15], which makes it more difficult to compare ITCD algorithms unless
multiple approaches are tested on a single study area using the same accuracy metrics [26]. However,
researchers have generally had greater successes in implementing ITCD algorithms on even-spaced,
even-aged, and even-sized softwood forests [15].

Though significant accomplishments have been achieved by past studies, ITCD research is still
developing. One limitation in improving the accuracy and applicability of ITCD algorithms is that most
algorithms do not take advantage of the crown structure represented by the spatial covariance of pixel
values (either brightness or height) [27]. In addition, most ITCD algorithms focus on characteristics of
individual trees presented by remotely sensed data and ignore ecological processes such as competition
among trees. ITCD studies would benefit from integration of traditional techniques and ecological
processes (e.g., tree competition) and other methods that handle crown overlap [25,28]. Another limitation
is that few approaches take full advantage of the information contained within remotely sensed data, e.g.,
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using only one band of multispectral imagery [29] or only the canopy height model derived from LiDAR
data [30]. Significant amounts of information are dismissed or neglected during data preparation
or processing. The integration of multispectral data and discrete LiDAR data is commonly used to
improve tree species classification [10] and fusion of passive and active remotely sensed data may
reduce commission and omission errors in ITCD results [31]. In addition to taking full use of multiple
data types, ITCD studies may also benefit from applying data from novel platforms, such as unmanned
aerial vehicle- (UAV), terrestrial- and mobile-based laser scanning, which provide distinct spatial and
temporal advantages [32–34].

Several recent papers have provided reviews of ITCD studies and related topics. Ke and
Quackenbush [15] reviewed methods for automatic individual tree crown detection and delineation
using passive remotely sensed imagery and discussed the relationship of image resolution and tree
crown size, forest condition, image preprocessing, and accuracy assessment on ITCD. Hyyppä et al. [1]
reviewed methods for extracting forest inventory data in boreal forest using small-footprint ALS data
and provided a good comparison of canopy-height-distribution and individual-tree-based methods.
Hyyppä et al. [1] did not focus on ITCD and only considered small footprint (0.2 to 2 m) ALS data.
Wulder et al. [35] systematically reviewed LiDAR systems applied to large-area forest characterization,
including airborne profiling, scanning (discrete and waveform recording) aerial- and space-borne
LiDAR, with a focus on vertically distributed forest attributes, such as height, volume, and biomass.
However, none of these studies specifically focused on recent ITCD studies using active remotely
sensed data. There is a need to understand the prior applications of active data in ITCD studies in
order to develop more efficient and effective solutions that take advantage of the unique characteristics
of active data. Thus, the concentration of this paper is to explore and evaluate active data sources,
especially LiDAR data, used in ITCD studies.

This paper examines 212 ITCD and related studies from peer-review journals, conference
proceedings and academic theses to explore the changes of ITCD studies from different perspectives
since 1990. The objectives are: (1) to analyze the trends in the published ITCD research, particularly
with consideration to the application of active data sources for ITCD; (2) to summarize ITCD algorithms
with a special focus on new ITCD techniques applied to active data sources; (3) to summarize ITCD
research in different forest conditions; (4) to summarize the various accuracy assessment methods
applied to ITCD research and characterize their focus (e.g., algorithm development, application area,
method comparison or review); and (5) to provide recommendations for future work in ITCD.

2. Sources of Reviewed Literature

The literature reviewed in this study was published in both peer-reviewed journals and other
sources such as conference proceedings from different communities, including the remote sensing
and GIScience, forestry, and computer science communities. The key words such as tree detection,
crown delineation, tree identification, were used during literation selection. Papers that reported both
semi- and fully-automated ITCD procedures were considered. Table 1 summarizes the sources of the
reviewed literature, of which 181 are from peer-reviewed literature and 31 are from non-peer-reviewed
sources (212 in total). For peer-reviewed literature, most papers (about 72%) came from the remote
sensing and GIScience community, 18% were contributed by the forestry community, and rest of them
(about 10%) were from computer science and other fields. All journals containing multiple ITCD
studies were listed individually, while journals having only one count combined in “Other related journals”.

Table 1. Summary of literature sources from peer reviewed journal reviewed in this study.

Community Name Count Total 1

Remote sensing
and GIScience

Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing 7

131
GIScience and Remote Sensing 3
IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing 6
International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation. 7
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Table 1. Cont.

Community Name Count Total 1

International Journal of Remote Sensing 20
ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 15
Photogrammetric Engineering & Remote Sensing 16
The Photogrammetric Journal of Finland 3
Remote Sensing 17
Remote Sensing of Environment 31
Sensors 3
Other related journals 3

Forestry

Canadian Journal of Forest Research 9

32

Forests 3
Forest Ecology and Management 9
Scandinavian Journal of Forest Research 2
Urban Forestry & Urban Greening 3
Other related journals 6

Computer science
and others

Computers and Electronics in Agriculture 2

18
Computer & Geosciences 4
Mathematical and Computer Modeling 2
Machine Vision and Applications 3
Silvilaser 2
Other related journals 5

1 Total of reviewed literature is 212, including 181 from peer reviewed journal and 31 from non-peer reviewed
conference/thesis/report. The “other related journals” category represents a summation of related ITCD studies
in journals that have only one count.

3. Application of Active Data Sources for ITCD

3.1. Trends in Data Applied to ITCD

Researchers have applied a wide variety of datasets to identify and delineate tree crowns. Figure 1
summarized remotely sensed data used in ITCD research as presented in the literature from 1990 to
2015. Review papers that did not consider data for experimentation (2 papers) were excluded in this
summary. The data applied in ITCD studies (total number of included papers N = 210) were classified
into three categories: passive sources (i.e., multispectral and hyperspectral), active sources (i.e., LiDAR
and radar), and studies that fuse passive and active sources. Figure 1 shows that active data applied in
ITCD studies account for more than half (52.9%) of the reviewed literature, with passive data applied in
about 36.2% of studies, and fusion of passive and active data sources accounting for the remaining 11.0%.
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Figure 1. Summary of remotely sensed data used in individual tree crown detection and delineation
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Based on recent published literature, ITCD is increasingly reliant on active data. Figure 2 illustrates
the changes in the three categories of input data (i.e., passive, active, and fusion of passive and
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active data) used from 1990 to 2015 (N = 210). In the 1990s, ITCD studies were very limited and
an eleven-year-period (1990–2000) was used. The studies in this period, dominated by passive
data and aerial imagery in particular, represented the beginning of ITCD study. Compact Airborne
Spectrographic Imager (CASI) and Multi-detector Electro-optical Imaging Sensor (MEIS-II) were
the most frequently reported sensor used in the beginning of ITCD studies due to the high spatial
resolution [15]. Active data were not reported in ITCD applications until the late 1990s [18,36–38].
With the increased availability of higher resolution remotely sensed data, the number of ITCD studies
dramatically increased, from 16 (1990–2000) to 47 (2001–2005), to 56 (2006–2010), and then to 91 studies
(2011–2015). ITCD studies using active data accounted for 80% of the total increase over the entire
time period (75 studies), those using passive and fusion of passive and active data had relative small
proportions of the total increase (8% and 12%, respectively). Over the last fifteen years (2001–2015),
the use of active data sources in ITCD has had a greater growth (from 17 to 60 studies), compared
with the relative stable number of the studies using passive and integration of passive and active data.
This increase in studies using active data sources was largely stimulated by the increased availability
of data from small-footprint (0.2 to 2 m diameter) airborne laser scanners with high pulse repetition
frequency (e.g., 200 kHz) and high pulse density of returns (e.g., >10 points/m2). The high spatial
resolution data derived from such systems can meet the ground sampled distance requirements for
individual tree measurements [1]. This increased data availability also resulted in great potential for
incorporation of passive and active data to extract forest parameters based on individual trees [39].
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3.2. Active Data Sources for ITCD

The most widely applied active data source for ITCD in the last decade is discrete return airborne
laser scanner data. Three-dimensional ALS data with high spatial resolution facilitate derivation of
a large number of statistical features (e.g., tree height, quartile heights, crown base height) that are
difficult to generate from spectral imagery. For example, Hyyppä et al. [40] used high-pulse-rate laser
scanners to detect single trees in boreal forest zones in order to retrieve important stand attributes
(i.e., mean height, basal area and stem volume). Yu et al. [11] used small footprint, high sampling
density ALS data to detect harvested trees and estimate tree growth. Forzieri et al. [41] presented
a new time- and cost-effective procedure to automatically detect tree position and estimate crown
boundaries and plant density using a canopy height model (CHM) with 1 m pixel size derived from
ALS data. Brandtberg et al. [42] identified individual deciduous trees using small footprint, high
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density leaf-off ALS data collected during winter surveys. Although snow is a good reflector of the
laser beam, Brandtberg et al. [42] found that this did not confound their analysis because the majority
of the return signals came from within the canopy rather than the forest floor.

In addition to discrete LiDAR data, full waveform LiDAR systems are useful for capturing
continuous vertical vegetation profiles and reconstructing tree canopy or tree height profiles [8,43]
since the full waveform systems record continuous reflected energy. Since full-waveform LiDAR can
produce dense point clouds, it is also expected to improve individual tree detection, especially in the
case of trees that are not dominant in the canopy [26]. Gupta et al. [44] applied full-waveform LiDAR
to extract individual trees/tree crowns using clustering algorithms, but did not quantitatively validate
the results due to a lack of field inventory data. While these studies suggest that small footprint
full-waveform LiDAR data have high potential to be useful in forest inventory, the data are not as
widely available as discrete LiDAR data, has higher costs, and is more challenging to process, thus
comprises a minority of published LiDAR ITCD studies.

Although ALS has advantages in terms of deriving individual tree parameters, it can result in
large data volumes and high operation costs due to the narrow swath widths and the high sampling
rate necessary to achieve high resolution [45], especially when used for large areas. An alternative
active data source for covering large areas is synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data. ALS and SAR are
both active sensors, with volume measurement capability, but these two sensors record data reflected
in fundamentally different wavelengths. SAR applies longer wavelength microwave energy, which
has stronger penetration than the visible and near infrared bands used by ALS systems and avoids
interference caused by cloud cover [46]. SAR data with appropriate wavelengths can detect tree trunks
due to strong canopy penetration and the backscatter has a linear relationship with stocking volume
even for dense forests [47,48]. The ability of SAR to penetrate the canopy and detect trunks allows
lower spatial resolution to meet the requirements for mapping individual trees compared to that
required by ALS or multispectral sensors [45]. For example, Hallberg et al. [45] co-registered and
combined multiple SAR images captured with different look directions from the CARABAS (coherent
all radio band sensing)-II system to improve detection and measurement of individual trees. However,
SAR-based studies have generally focused on stand-level analysis [46,49], and fewer have focused on
individual tree-level measurement [45,50]. The characteristics of SAR lead to specific advantages for
stem volume estimation [51,52] rather than ITCD algorithm development. By contrast, ALS data can
detect tree crowns and provide good estimates of tree height, thus this is the dominant active data
source used in ITCD studies and consequently is the focus of the paper.

3.3. Data Integration for ITCD

Active data sources directly enable characterization of the three-dimensional structure of a forested
region, but most typically use a single spectral channel and thus do not have the classification
capacity inherent in multispectral data. Conversely, passive data sources generally rely on indirect
observations, e.g., changes in local illumination effects, to try to identify tree tops. The integration of
the two-dimensional spectral information with height information is valuable for researchers studying
in the ITCD field. Since 2000, numerous ITCD studies have considered the benefit of integrating
passive and active remotely sensed data. This review revealed several characteristics related to the
types of data integrated for ITCD applications as well as the ways in which those data were used.

The integration of passive and active data mainly focused on integrating ALS and high resolution
aerial or satellite imagery (e.g., QuickBird, IKONOS) due to the spatial resolution requirements for
ITCD [31,53,54]. Hyyppä et al. [55] improved the cost-effectiveness (i.e., accuracy of estimates vs.
applied costs) of prior crown delineation algorithms using a hybrid of ALS and color infrared images.
They found the result of ITCD using aerial imagery was significantly improved by adding tree height
from ALS data, and considered this as a potentially cost-effective operational forest inventory method.

Most studies using both high resolution imagery and ALS data focused on using the combined
data to derive forest parameters, especially species-related information, on an individual tree level
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based on ITCD results, rather than integrating the different data types within the ITCD algorithm itself.
This is because ALS data with appropriate point density can provide accurate height information,
crown shape and size, which complements the spatial geometry and spectral information derived
from multispectral imagery that are typically applied for classification of tree species and health [1].
For instance, Breidenbach et al. [23] enhanced ITCD based on the fusion of ALS and aerial imagery
and then applied the ITCD results to predict species-specific volume. Chen et al. [56] integrated
QuickBird and ALS transects using a geographic object-based image analysis (GEOBIA) method to
estimate canopy height, aboveground biomass, and volume based on ITCD results in places where
the ALS data were not available. Therefore, the integration of ALS data and high spatial resolution
multispectral images has great advantages to support the demands of individual-tree-based forest
inventory based on ITCD procedure. However, most of these integrated studies use active data sources
for crown delineation and then applied multispectral imagery, e.g., to perform species classification.
Only 23 studies actually integrated both active and passive data sources into the ITCD procedure since
2000 (Figure 2). The third data category in Figures 1 and 2 represents research that performed an ITCD
procedure using both passive and active data, rather than using only one data source for ITCD and the
other data for another purpose.

Although many researchers attempt to improve ITCD results using multiple data sources, the
integration of data types for ITCD still has great potential. Leckie et al. [57] applied a valley following
approach to isolate individual trees on high resolution digital frame camera imagery and LiDAR data
separately, and then combined the two results for estimating tree heights. They found that LiDAR easily
eliminated most of the commission errors that often occur in optical imagery of open stands, whereas
the optical imagery better isolated crowns in more dense stands than LiDAR. The combination of the
two datasets produced good tree isolation and height values. Heinzel and Koch [10] delineated crowns
using a watershed-based segmentation of a LiDAR-based surface model, and then addressed the
challenge of tree species classification of dense and mixed temperate forest by integrating multiple data
sources, including full waveform LiDAR, color infrared imagery and hyperspectral HyMap imagery.

In general, multiple data sources used in ITCD studies can be fused on data [23] or ITCD-product
levels [57]. The fusion of LiDAR and passive imagery is often applied to species-specific forest
inventory while the fusion of LiDAR and radar data tends to be applied for volume or biomass
inventory. Radar data provide a more generalized and mid-canopy response, whereas LiDAR
offers a complementary data source that helps to calibrate and refine the radar measurements [35].
However, while studies have integrated SAR and ALS data for biomass inventory (e.g., [58]), height
estimation [59], and mapping structure [60], few studies have harnessed the synergy of LiDAR and
radar for the ITCD procedure itself due to the high cost and complicated nature of the fusion.

4. ITCD Methodology

4.1. Development of ITCD Methods

Over the last two decades, researchers have developed various semi- and fully-automatic
algorithms for detecting and delineating tree crowns. Many ITCD approaches detect tree location prior
to delineating crowns, and others combine these fundamental components in a single step [61,62].
The basic assumption of most ITCD studies using multispectral imagery is that the tree top is
located at the point with the maximum radiometric value and these values decrease toward the
crown boundary [13,63]. In the image domain, classic treetop detection algorithms include local
maximum filtering, image binarization or thresholding, and template matching, while classic crown
delineation algorithms include valley-following, region-growing, and watershed segmentation [15].
These algorithms, which were initially developed for application to passive data, have undergone
a range of improvement efforts in recent years. For example, Hung et al. [64] presented a novel
template matching crown detection algorithm using object-shadow relationships and prior knowledge
of shadow and tree crown color features on visible band imagery. This method outperformed
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previously published template matching approaches in open areas where traditional methods work
poorly because intensity maxima do not necessarily correspond to tree crowns. Ardila et al. [65]
proposed a contextual and probabilistic method for detecting tree crowns in urban areas in very
high resolution satellite images to address two main ITCD issues. First, they used a super resolution
mapping approach to detect trees that were not evident at the native image resolution; and second,
they incorporated contextual information with a Markov random field approach to overcome the
mixed pixel effect and the large within-class spectral variance inherent to very high resolution images.
Horváth et al. [29] published a theoretical study about higher-order active contours (HOACs) for
individual tree extraction based on aerial imagery. They found that HOACs were better at separating
tree clusters than classical active contour models. Since the ITCD approaches based on passive data
have been well documented [15], this study focuses on ITCD methodologies particularly developed
for active data alone or fused with passive datasets.

4.2. ITCD Methods Based on Active and Fused Data

This chapter focuses on algorithms developed to work with LiDAR data, which is the dominant
active data type (97%) used in ITCD. ITCD studies using LiDAR data typically utilize a CHM or
digital surface model (DSM) and assume the tree top is the point with local maximum height value.
Crown boundaries are assumed to be outlines with minimum height value [31,66]. ITCD approaches
have been greatly enriched by a number of three-dimensional (3D) methods using LiDAR data, which
Koch et al. [67] grouped into four categories: (1) raster-based methods; (2) point cloud based methods;
(3) methods combining raster, point, and a priori information; and (4) tree shape reconstruction
methods. Figure 3 summarizes the literature related to applying methods within these four ITCD
categories to LiDAR data. Only 136 ITCD studies using LiDAR data are included. This figure shows
that raster-based methods dominated the LiDAR-based ITCD approaches (66.2%), followed by point
cloud-based methods (20.6%), methods combining raster, point and a priori information (9.6%), and
then tree shape reconstruction methods (3.7%).
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Figure 4 summarizes the application of the four different types of methods using LiDAR data
for ITCD based on publication date (N = 136). Although 130 papers used LiDAR data, six of them
applied combinations of two methods and are thus double counted, which resulted in N = 136 for
Figure 4. In every period, the number of papers using raster-based methods overwhelmed all other
methods. Since LiDAR data had not been used in ITCD studies until the beginning of 21st century, it is
not surprising that only two types of methods (raster-based method and point cloud-based method)
were applied from 2001–2005. All methods had a significant increase after 2005, especially the point
cloud-based method (from two to 19 papers).
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Table 2. The characteristics of the four methods using LiDAR data for ITCD.

Method Group Example of Specific
Algorithms/Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Raster-based
method

Treetop detection: local
maximum, image binarization,

template matching
‚ Well developed;
‚ Easy to be used and improved;
‚ Easy to use multiple data sources

if using GEOBIA-based method;
‚ Easy to use multiple scales if using

GEOBIA-based method.

‚ Missing information or
causing potential errors
from extraction,
interpolation and
smoothing procedures.

Crown delineation:
valley-following,

region-growing, watershed
segmentation

GEOBIA-based method

Point
cloud-based

method

K-means clustering technique ‚ Easy to use 3D information;
‚ Easy to reflect canopy structure;
‚ Could detect understory trees or

small trees.

‚ Harder to implement than
raster-based method;

‚ Greatly depend on point
density of LiDAR data.

Voxel-based single tree
segmentation

Methods
combining raster,
point, and a priori

information

Classic ITCD algorithms +
prior information

(crown size/stand density)

‚ Benefit to use historical data;
‚ Easy to integrate remotely sensed

data and GIS data;
‚ Could use both spectral and

height information.

‚ Depend on
prior information;

‚ May have difficulties in
registration of different
data sources.

Imagery + point cloud

Tree shape
reconstruction

Convex hull
‚ Further delineation of crown;
‚ Provide 3D individual

tree profiles;
‚ Provide information for estimating

foliage and
photosynthetic activity;

‚ Allow further application of
modeling tree growth

‚ Difficult to implement;
‚ Sometimes depend on

successful segmentation of
single trees;

‚ Difficult to collect field
data for validation

Alpha shape

Superquadrics

Hough transform

4.2.1. Raster-Based Methods

Given the fact that passive data dominated the data sources for ITCD studies before 2005
(Figure 2), raster-based methods have a longer development history than other approaches, thus
it is not surprising that this is the dominant method for LiDAR inputs. All traditional tree detection
and delineation algorithms (e.g., local maximum, template matching, region-growing, and watershed
segmentation) can be used on a raster CHM, which is extracted from the laser point cloud, interpolated
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and smoothed [67]. In addition to the CHM, researchers have also considered other LiDAR-derived
products for ITCD. For example, Lee and Lucas [68] proposed the Height-Scaled Crown Openness
Index (HSCOI), which typically complemented the CHM and facilitated identification of the location,
density, and height of tree stems associated with both the upper and sub-canopy strata. Chen et al. [62]
proposed the canopy maximum model (CMM) for eliminating commission error caused by branches
within crowns. The CMM was successfully applied in subsequent studies [25]. Using most traditional
approaches, tree detection is generally based on finding local maxima within the image, and crown
delineation requires outlining minimum valleys regardless of whether the input is a passive image or
a CHM/DSM/CMM raster [40,62,63,66].

In recent years, raster-based methods have been incrementally advanced mainly from
two perspectives: (1) addressing a specific issue; and (2) incorporating a GEOBIA approach. For the
first perspective, there are many examples of studies that seek to improve an algorithm by targeting
a specific challenge. For example, Gleason and Im [69] proposed a new method aimed at improving
delineation within dense forest conditions. They applied their algorithm—Crown delineation based on
Optimized object recognition, Treetop identification, and Hill-climbing (COTH)—to LiDAR data and
yielded 72.5% overall areal delineation accuracy for biomass estimation of dense forest. The COTH
method uses a genetic algorithm to optimize object recognition to detect tree crown objects, local
maxima filtering with variable window size to detect treetops, and a modified hill climbing algorithm
to segment crown objects. Liu et al. [70] developed an algorithm called Fishing Net Dragging (FiND)
to perform ITCD for complex deciduous forests where trees with varying height exist. Zhen et al. [25]
proposed an agent-based region growing based on ALS data that considered ecological processes in
the region growing algorithm to address competition when tree crowns touch each other.

The other perspective that has received significant attention, is the advancement of methods
that apply geographic object-based image analysis. GEOBIA-based methods provide an effective
approach to apply multiple data sources to generate crown-like shape. For example, Suarez et al. [54]
segmented individual trees from the fusion of a tree canopy model derived from LiDAR and digital
aerial photography based on an object-based method, and then estimated the number of trees and
individual tree heights. Heenkenda et al. [71] evaluated several different GEOBIA approaches for
isolating mangrove tree crowns using a WorldView-2 image and a DSM generated from true color
aerial photographs. They found that the combination of local maxima and region growing using the
WorldView-2 image provided the highest accuracy, while the watershed method was only suitable
for homogeneous forests with reasonable height variation among trees. The development of GEOBIA
has also facilitated the use of multiple scales to delineate individual tree crowns that generally vary
in size in imagery with a consistent spatial resolution. Ardila et al. [16] applied GEOBIA at multiple
segmentation scale to locate and delineate tree crowns in urban areas using high resolution imagery
and successfully detected 70%–80% of the trees in their study area. Mallinis et al. [72] applied GEOBIA
multi-resolution segmentation and fuzzy-rule-based classification approach to isolate and delineate
tree crown regions from the understory and other land cover classes for canopy fuel load estimation
and mapping in heterogeneous pine forests. Chen et al. [56] provided a semi-automatic GEOBIA
approach within a multi-resolution algorithm to estimate canopy height, above-ground biomass and
volume at individual tree crown or small tree cluster level. However, raster-based methods using
active data require extraction, interpolation and smoothing procedures, which all have the potential to
cause errors. Thus, point cloud-based methods are considered to avoid the potential errors.

4.2.2. Point Cloud-Based Methods

In the last decade (2006–2015), researchers paid increased attention to point cloud-based methods
that directly apply LiDAR point data (see Figure 4). Two classic point cloud-based methods are k-means
clustering techniques and voxel-based single tree segmentation [67]. The k-means clustering method
is a popular iterative partitioning approach that usually requires seed points and then partitions
LiDAR points into a group of clusters using a distance criterion [44]. Morsdorf et al. [73] found that
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it is feasible to segment single trees in LiDAR point data using cluster analysis with local maxima
as seeds points. They derived tree position, tree height, and crown diameter from the segmented
clusters and used a geometric reconstruction of the forest scene in physically-based fire behavior
models. Gupta et al. [44] compared various k-means clustering methods (normal k-means, modified
k-means, and hierarchical clustering) for ITCD. Gupta et al. [44] found that the modified k-means
algorithm using external seed points combined with scaling down the height for initialization of
the clustering process was the most promising method for the extraction of clusters of individual
trees. Li et al. [74] described a 3D point-based method that used the highest points within a threshold
distance as seed points and grew the cluster within a threshold moving downwards. This method
worked well for mixed coniferous forests, but the performance for natural or uneven-aged stands is
unknown. Kandare et al. [75] presented an approach that exploited 2D and 3D k-means clustering
techniques from ALS point clouds to detect over- and understory trees. This method provided a greater
number of detected trees than field inventory in experimental plots, but was in a good agreement with
the field data on an individual tree level.

A voxel or volumetric pixel is a representation of LiDAR data that has been frequently used in
ITCD related studies in recent years, and is also a basic 3D element for exploring canopy structures.
Popescu and Zhao [76] developed a voxel-based method to estimate crown base height after using local
maximum focal filtering from a CHM for ITCD. Wang et al. [77] used voxels to represent canopy layers
from different height levels and defined a local voxel space by projecting the normalized points onto
a 2D horizontal plane. The projection used by Wang et al. [77] started with the voxels of the top layer
and moved downwards layer by layer to create a representation of the distribution of reflections from
tree crowns in the corresponding height levels. Wu et al. [34] presented a new Voxel-based Marked
Neighborhood Searching (VMNS) method for efficiently identifying street trees and deriving their
morphological parameters from mobile laser scanning (MLS) point cloud data. The VMNS method
has six components (voxelization, calculating values of voxels, searching and marking neighborhoods,
extracting potential trees, deriving morphological parameters, and eliminating pole-like objects other
than trees) and achieved promising completeness and correctness with over 98% of street trees detected.
Although voxel-based methods provide a convenient way to reflect canopy structure, they are greatly
impacted by the density of the LiDAR points. It is normally easier to delineate the uppermost part
of individual crowns because of the greater concentration of LiDAR reflections from the tree tops.
However, delineation in multi-layer forests becomes more difficult because of both the decrease in
reflections in the lower layers and the increase in overlap between neighboring crowns. Data quality
and stand characteristics also influence the resolution of voxel layers [67]. Wang et al. [77] found that
a resolution between 0.5 and 1 m for the voxel layers provided the best ITCD results, which they
generated from LiDAR data with 12 points per m2 in even-aged and multistory old-growth forest.

4.2.3. Combining Raster, Point and a priori Information

With the increase of information and richness of data, many researchers have explored the benefit
of integrating raster, point and a priori information in ITCD studies. The integrations were conducted
using multiple approaches. Some researchers used methods that adapted ITCD algorithms to take
advantage of prior information (like stand density) for segmentation; while other methods combined
image and point cloud analyses [67].

The most useful information that can be incorporated into ITCD studies is the expected crown
size and stand density [25,67]. Heinzel et al. [78] introduced a prior-knowledge-based watershed
segmentation that first classified crown sizes using iterative granulometry and then delineated tree
crowns using watershed segmentation. Chen et al. [62] and Zhen et al. [31] employed local maxima
methods with variable window size to detect treetops based on crown size estimates. Ene et al. [79]
generated CHMs with variable resolutions and selected the most feasible CHM using area-based stem
number estimates to guide filter size. Hauglin et al. [80] designed an adaptive approach that initially
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delineated crowns from a CHM using a marker-based watershed algorithm and then guided final
delineation using a priori area-based stem number predictions.

From a data-integration perspective, methods that combine image and point cloud analyses
are frequently used. For instance, Reitberger et al. [81] segmented individual tree crowns using
conventional watershed algorithm based on CHM and followed this with a 3D segmentation of
single trees using normalized cut segmentation based on point cloud data for segmenting small trees
that fell below the CHM. Duncanson et al. [82] implemented watershed-based ITCD of a CHM and
subsequently refined the results using a LiDAR point cloud. The algorithm performed well not only
for dominant and codominant trees, but also for intermediate and suppressed trees, and worked better
to detect understory crowns in the conifer-dominated site than in the closed-canopy deciduous site.
Tochon et al. [83] proposed a new hyperspectral image segmentation—binary partition tree (BPT)
algorithm—for segmenting tree crowns in tropical rainforests. The BPT algorithm moved from an
initial segmentation using a LiDAR-derived CHM. However, LiDAR data were only employed to
generate initial segmentation results. Like many studies that use only one component of a particular
dataset, there is the potential to explore the use of point data to overcome underestimation that Tochon
et al. [83] reported.

4.2.4. Tree Shape Reconstruction

Another approach that has potential for ITCD is incorporation of methods that consider tree
shape. Three-dimensional crown structure provides critical information for estimating the amount
of foliage and photosynthetic activity of trees [84]. Tree shape reconstruction is generally based
on successful segmentation of single trees, which requires additional refinement in horizontal and
vertical directions [67], and thus has the potential to provide value for ITCD. Tree shape could be
reconstructed using several geometric techniques, e.g., convex hull, alpha shapes, superquadrics, and
Hough transform.

Convex hull and alpha shapes are common techniques for reconstructing tree shape. The idea
of a convex hull is to establish an envelope to represent the outward curving shape that is typical
of tree crowns. The success of such algorithms depends on the number of input points that belong
to the convex hull [67]. Gupta et al. [44] compared normal k-means clustering, modified k-means
clustering, and hierarchical clustering using weighted average distance algorithm for detecting trees,
and then applied an adapted convex hull algorithm, called Quick hull (QHull), for 3D single tree shape
reconstruction. Gupta et al. [44] reported that LiDAR point density, forest conditions, terrain type,
crown cover, and tree density are the main factors that influence the number and shape of extracted
trees. Kandare et al. [75] integrated k-means clustering and convex hull algorithms at both 2D and 3D
level to detect over- and understory trees, and reached a good agreement with the field data. Based on
a 3D triangulation from a convex hull, Vauhkonen et al. [85] presented an alpha shape approach
that applied a predefined parameter (alpha) as a size-criterion to determine the level of detail in the
obtained triangulation. When an infinitely large alpha value is used, the triangulation represents the
convex hull itself; whereas with an infinitely small alpha value, the shape reverts to input point set [67].
Vauhkonen et al. [85–88] applied the alpha shape technique to select tree objects for predicting a range
of parameters including crown base height, species and crown volume, and found that the approach is
sensitive to the applied point density.

In addition to convex hull and alpha shape methods, a range of other geometric shapes have
been applied to model segmented single trees. Weinacker et al. [89] reconstructed tree shapes
using superquadrics that resemble ellipsoids and quadrics. Superquadrics can resemble shapes
like cubes, cylinders, and spindles with varying levels of detail and integrate a range of deformations.
Van Leeuwen et al. [90] reconstructed canopy surfaces from a LiDAR point cloud using the Hough
transform. They developed a parametric height canopy model from which tree crowns were delineated
through simple geometric operations. Van Leeuwen et al. [90] found that the Hough transform was
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effective for fitting basic primitive shapes (cones) to individual trees in the LiDAR point cloud and
facilitating modeling at the tree level.

LiDAR, radar interferometry and photogrammetry are three major approaches for surface
reconstruction [84]. Tree shape reconstruction algorithms commonly consider individual tree profiles
in three dimensions, which provide more details and can provide unique products for forest inventory.
Researchers have also found that it is convenient to estimate tree parameters using geometric tree
shape reconstruction algorithms. However, it is challenging to reconstruct crown surfaces using
photogrammetry because trees located far from the center of the image, where the viewing angle
is oblique, are problematic for processing [13,84]. LiDAR that captures height information at nadir
direction or small viewing angles has great potential to directly reconstruct tree shapes and derive
forest parameters. For example, Kato et al. [91] derived accurate results for various parameters
(i.e., tree height, crown width, live crown base, height of the lowest branch, and crown volume) of
coniferous and deciduous tree species from ALS data using wrapped surface reconstruction techniques.
They found the wrapped surface technique was not sensitive to errors in estimating tree parameters
since the radial basis function used in this technique provides exact interpolation. Studies of tree
shape reconstruction based on radar interferometry are rare as well. Varekamp and Hoekman [50]
applied interferometric SAR image simulation to support automated canopy reconstruction algorithms.
Their simulated data could be used for automatic tree-mapping algorithms that detect tree crowns
and estimate three-dimensional crown position, size, shape, and backscatter strength. However, this
method requires more reference information (e.g., height of the first live branch, location of large
branches) compared to other methods, thus the complication of collecting appropriate field data makes
it is difficult to validate tree shape reconstruction techniques [44].

5. ITCD for Different Forest Conditions

Figure 5 summarizes the forest types in the ITCD studies reviewed and classifies them into
six categories: closed softwood forest, closed hardwood forest, closed mixed forest, urban/suburban
forest, other open forest, and multiple types. The other open forest category includes forest-grassland
or forest-agriculture areas, and orchards [7,92]. The multiple types refer to the studies that include
more than one of the forest types mentioned above [93,94]. Since some studies that did not identify
forest types were excluded in this summary, 207 papers in total are counted. Figure 5 shows that
most published ITCD studies focus on closed softwood stands (40.6%). Ke and Quackenbush [15]
explained two main reasons for this: (1) coniferous forests are the dominant forest resources in high
latitude regions where most ITCD studies were conducted; and (2) most algorithms assume a basic
conical crown shape, which is more appropriate for conifers. Closed mixed forest accounts for the
second largest proportion (21.7%), and studies have addressed forests in various climatic regions—e.g.,
tropical rain forests [27,95] and temperate forests [10,96,97]. Most of the closed mixed forests are
natural forests [13,22]. Studies that implemented ITCD algorithms on multiple forest types [30,70]
make up about 16% of the total studies. The remaining studies (~21%) are fairly evenly distributed
among the last three forest condition categories—closed hardwood forest, urban/suburban forest,
and other open forest. Deciduous trees usually have more complex treetop shapes, frequently with
overlapping crowns, which makes them a more challenging target than conifers for treetop detection
and crown delineation and may have contributed to the lower proportion of ITCD studies reported for
closed hardwood forest.
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Figure 6 illustrates the trend in forest condition reported in the ITCD literature over time (N = 207).
Closed softwood forest was the major forest type considered in all time periods. From 2001 to 2005, with
the increased studies on closed softwood forest, studies on closed hardwood forest, closed mixed forest
and multiple forest types also slightly increased. In the last decade (2006–2015), researchers expanded
their interests to address a greater variety of forest conditions than in the 1990s, including the more
challenging closed hardwood and mixed forests, as well as open forests. The number of ITCD studies
that focused on multiple forest types also gradually increased (from 5 to 19). The variability in forest
type considered by ITCD studies has gradually increased alongside the development of algorithms and
integration of multiple data sources. However, most studies tend to yield higher accuracy in conifer
stands than in deciduous stands, in even-aged rather than uneven-aged stands, in pure rather than
mixed stands, and in sparse rather than dense canopy conditions [41,98,99]. Researchers still struggle
to identify suppressed or bent trees even using LiDAR data with a high sampling density [100].
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In addition to increased data types and developed algorithms, the ability for researchers to
expand ITCD studies into different forest conditions has been facilitated by the increased richness of
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remote sensing platforms, like UAV, mobile and terrestrial platforms. For example, Jaakkola et al. [101]
performed tree measurement using a low-cost laser scanning system consisting of GPS/IMU
positioning system, two laser scanners, a CCD camera, a spectrometer and a thermal camera.
They mounted their imaging system on a vehicle-based platform and used the generated data to
develop an object extraction algorithm that was able to achieve 90% completeness and 86% correctness
for urban forests. This vehicle platform also provides opportunities for performing basic research
and new conceptual development, especially with greater potential for multitemporal data recording.
Holopainen et al. [33] compared the accuracy and efficiency of airborne, terrestrial and mobile laser
scanning measurements in tree mapping in heterogeneous park forests and found that the accuracies
of terrestrial and airborne systems were suitable for operational urban tree mapping. Wu et al. [34]
presented the first research in automated extraction of morphological parameters of individual street
trees based on MLS data. Lin et al. [102] applied oblique UAV imagery for urban forestry and urban
greening studies including detection of individual trees in residential environments. The expansion of
these increasingly accessible remote sensing platforms provides unprecedented opportunities to detect
and delineate individual trees in various forest conditions. Moreover, while many ITCD algorithms
will apply broadly, the differences in the nature of the data collected from these newer platforms may
lead to development of new platform-specific algorithms.

6. ITCD Accuracy Assessment

Beyond the algorithm used for crown detection or delineation, the approach used to validate
results is another significant issue for ITCD studies. Accuracy assessment conducted in ITCD studies
typically has one of two main objectives: (1) determine the accuracy of tree detection, including the
number and location of trees (point accuracy); or (2) determine the quality of tree crown delineation, i.e.,
the boundary of tree crowns (polygon accuracy). Both evaluations can be implemented on stand/plot
or individual tree levels. Stand/plot level accuracy is a non-site specific measurement, like detection
rate or relative error of crown area, which aggregates accuracy for a stand/plot and avoids the need
to match tree locations [31]. Individual tree level accuracy considers site-specific measurements in
which the detected treetops or delineated crowns and reference treetops or crowns are compared on
a location-by-location basis [103]. Individual accuracy might include measures of commission (tree
detected by algorithm does not exist on the ground) and omission (reference tree is not detected by
the algorithm) errors. Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of ITCD validation approaches and lists
examples of accuracy metrics based on the validation level and target accuracy.

Table 3. Summary of the characteristics of ITCD validation.

Validation Level Target Accuracy Examples of Accuracy Metrics Characteristics

Stand/plot level
Treetop detection
(point accuracy) Detection rate/percentage [94] Non-site specific measurement;

Avoids the need to match tree locations;
Easy to implement;
Not a comprehensive evaluation for
ITCD algorithms.

Crown delineation
(polygon accuracy)

Crown closure, mean and quartile
crown size [104];
Relative error of crown area [25]

Individual tree
level

Treetop detection
(point accuracy)

Precision recall curve that includes
precision and recall [64];
Accuracy index, commission/omission
error [105];
RMSE for a positioning error vector,
N-accuracy base on commission point,
unique hit or multiple hit [106];

Site specific measurements;
Difficult to acquire precise tree
location and crown boundary in
field as reference;
Difficult to link detected trees or
delineated crowns to reference tree
locations and crowns;
Difficult to implement;
Comprehensive evaluation for
ITCD algorithms.

Crown delineation
(boundary accuracy)

20 categories of iso-ground reference
delineation overlap [14];
RMSE of the crown diameters [105];
Absolute accuracy for tree isolation [62];
1:1, x:1,1:x [107];
Overall accuracy, producer’s accuracy,
user’s accuracy, nine cases of
overlap [25,70]
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Figure 7 partitions ITCD studies into four categories according to the accuracy assessment method
applied: stand/plot level assessment, individual tree level assessment, assessment at both levels,
and no validation reported. The total number of papers considered is 210 since two review papers
were excluded. Most studies applied individual tree level (30.0%) or multi-level assessment (23.3%),
which evaluate the results more comprehensively than using stand/plot level accuracy alone (14.3%).
However, it is surprising that almost a third of the studies reported no evaluation (32.4% of the
total). Such studies often focused on applying ITCD results for forest parameter estimation, and
thus paid more attention to assessment of the parameters derived as opposed to the ITCD accuracy.
Figure 8 illustrates the relationship between ITCD validation and the focus of the study (N = 210).
ITCD and related literature are summarized into four focus types: (1) research that concentrated on
ITCD algorithm development [70,96]; (2) research that concentrated on applying ITCD results for forest
parameter estimation or comparing different datasets using published ITCD algorithms [32,108,109];
(3) research considering both algorithm development and application (e.g., [110,111]); and (4) research
that concentrated on comparing different ITCD algorithms or reviewing current ITCD studies [112,113].
From Figure 8, it is apparent that most of the ITCD studies (55 papers) without validation fall in the
application-focused category. Many of these studies seek to use the ITCD result, with less care about
algorithm performance comparing to method-focused ITCD studies. Individual tree level accuracy
assessment dominates the method-focused ITCD studies (38 papers) (Figure 8).
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Figure 9 summarizes the focus of ITCD related literature by publication date (N = 212). This figure
shows that the few ITCD studies from 1999–2000 (16) were mainly focused on the ITCD process.
However, from 2001–2005, the major focus became application studies, including estimating individual
tree parameters (e.g., tree crown size, DBH, crown closure, and tree volume), conducting stand level
analysis, and performing species-level classification. This trend was likely supported by the increasing
availability and application of active remotely sensed data (as shown in Figure 2), which provide
particular benefits in terms of height and volume determination. From 2006–2010, the focus on ITCD
algorithm development rebounded with a comparable number of studies as that of application-focused
studies. This trend has continued with ITCD algorithm development being the major objective after
2011. The increase in all ITCD studies in the last five years mirrors the increase in the usage of active
data that was shown in Figure 2.
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7. Conclusions

Individual tree crown delineation is an important topic for researchers in the forestry, remote
sensing, and computer vision communities. This paper reviewed 212 ITCD related studies
published over the last two and a half decades (1990–2015) and considered their contributions
from various perspectives, including remotely sensed data type, methodology, forest conditions,
accuracy assessment, and objective, with a focus on the evolution of active data sources in this analysis.
This review enables several conclusions to be drawn from this ITCD research.

7.1. Increasing Transition toward Active Data Sources

After an early focus of ITCD studies on passive remotely sensed data, recent studies are showing
a great transition toward the use of active sources and a small increase in the integration of high spatial
resolution active and passive data. Since active and passive data sources can provide complementary
vertical (e.g., height) and horizontal (e.g., spatial geometry and spectral) information, the fusion
of active and passive imagery was often applied for species-specific forest inventory using ITCD
results [114,115].

The transition in data type is significantly attributed to the development of remote sensing
instruments and increased data availability, especially the increasing application of active sensors.
Some researchers fused LiDAR and radar data for volume or biomass inventory [58] because the strong
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penetration ability of radar can detect trunks, which are highly related to volume or biomass. However,
while reports of fusion research have slightly increased, most studies performed fusion on a product
level, with few studies using data driven fusion. Thus, it appears that investigation of directly fusing
complementary data sources in ITCD algorithms is an attractive area for continued ITCD research [116].
The more complete use of diverse remotely sensed data will further promote development of novel
techniques, and support next-generation tree height and canopy delineation approaches.

7.2. Improvements to ITCD Algorithms

ITCD algorithms have advanced from two perspectives: the improvement of traditional
algorithms to address specific issues, and the development of novel algorithms taking advantages
of active data source or integration of passive and active data sources. However, ITCD algorithms
are generally still challenged when applied to complicated forest conditions (e.g., closed hardwood
forest and closed softwood–hardwood mixed forest). Additionally, it is often challenging to apply
an algorithm developed in one forest type to another area.

Comparison of ITCD algorithms is challenging when there are differences in study focus, study
area, data applied, and accuracy assessment method used. Before 2005, the few studies that compared
methods generally tested approaches on a common dataset. In the last decade, the number of studies
that focused on method comparison and review slightly increased (Figure 9). Comparative studies
first concentrated on ITCD algorithms using passive remotely sensed data [117,118], and then moved to
those using active remotely sensed data [26]. Good accuracy and simple implementation are significant
characters of a valuable ITCD algorithm. Researchers also paid attention to the relationship between
algorithm performance and data quality for different forest types. For example, Vauhkonen et al. [85]
tested six different ITCD algorithms including raster-based and point-based methods on ALS datasets
under different types of forest. Their study addressed the significance of data acquisition parameters
such as sampling density, showing that the single-tree approach performed best with dense laser
scanning (5–10 laser pulses per m2), while for older trees with large canopies even as few as 2 pulses
per m2 may be sufficient. Kaartinen et al. [26] found that optimal point density for ITCD was greatly
dependent on tree size and stand density, although ITCD could be implemented with point density
of 2 points per m2; for sapling stands, a point density of 10 points per m2 or higher was expected to
increase the accuracy. However, none of ITCD algorithms perform optimally for all forest conditions,
and the success of tree detection was found to be strongly related to stand density and spatial pattern
of trees [25,31].

One potential area for improvement in ITCD algorithms is the utilization of crown structure
represented by the spatial covariance of either the spectral (for passive imagery) or height (for LiDAR
data) vector. Clark et al. [27] realized that crown structure will influence the spatial covariance structure
of the spectral information in each crown, but this spatial component is typically not included in
spectral-based analysis. Researchers have also found that the characteristic parameters of image
variograms are closely related to forest canopy structures, where the sill is related to the crown density
in the scene [119,120]. However, this type of spatial analysis has not been applied to the procedure of
individual tree crown delineation.

Another potential improvement area for ITCD algorithm enhancement for complex forests is
developing techniques to deal with overlapping crowns [105]. As crowns grow and overlap, the
shape of individual crowns will change due to competition. Most current ITCD algorithms focus on
the characteristics of individual trees as they appear in remotely sensed data and ignore ecological
processes such as tree competition. Researchers have considered a variety of perspectives to incorporate
such processes. Zhen et al. [25] proposed an agent-based region growing (ABRG) algorithm that
considers both growth and competition mechanisms based on tree height and density. They found that
the ABRG algorithm resulted in a statistically significant improvement in the accuracy of individual tree
delineations for conifers and deciduous trees, providing a novel approach for integrating traditional
ITCD techniques and ecological processes. Hyyppä et al. [121] found that the surface model generated
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from the LiDAR last pulse presented a more obvious drop in elevation between overlapping trees than
that generated from the first pulse. Thus, Hyyppä et al. [121] implemented an individual tree detection
procedure using last pulse LiDAR data with an improvement of 6% compared to using first pulse
returns. Reitberger et al. [81] combined conventional watershed segmentation with a stem detection
method that detected stem positions by hierarchically clustering points below the crown base height,
reconstructing the stems with a robust RANSAC-based estimation, and segmenting 3D single trees
with normalized cut segmentation. This method could efficiently detect small trees below the canopy.
Strîmbu and Strîmbu [122] applied a bottom-up strategy in a graph-based segmentation algorithm
that was based on several quantifiable cohesion criteria and a system of weights that balanced the
contribution of each criterion. The novel algorithm provided an efficient way to accommodate various
forest structures. Lu et al. [28] also proposed a bottom-up method based on the intensity and 3D
structure of leaf-off LiDAR point data, and found that it was more efficient to extract tree trunks
using their bottom-up method than to detect deciduous tree tops using the more common “top-down”
method. However, tree tops are not always in exactly the same location as detected tree trunks.
In natural deciduous forests, a tree top can be several meters away from the center of tree trunk at
breast height due to natural causes such as wind damage. The impact that this variation in definition
of tree location using different ITCD methods could have on subsequent forestry applications has not
been well explored.

7.3. Expanding ITCD Application to Address Various Forest Conditions

Although ITCD and related studies have largely been performed on closed softwood forest,
researchers have taken up the challenge to develop methods that deal with more complicated forest
conditions, such as closed hardwood forest and softwood–hardwood mixed forest. This advancement
is due not only to the development of algorithms, but also to the increased availability of different
remotely sensed data types and the expansion of remote sensing platforms. However, the exploration
of other forest conditions, e.g., forest-agriculture landscape, suburban/urban forests, or orchards, can
also greatly enrich ITCD in traditional applications.

7.4. Need for ITCD Accuracy Standardization

While most ITCD studies evaluate accuracy, there is no standardized assessment framework
for the field, which makes it difficult to evaluate and compare different studies. The challenges
associated with evaluation of accuracy in ITCD studies is complicated by both access to reference data
and to the choice of assessment metric applied. Reference data for ITCD assessment is commonly
derived from visual interpretation of the imagery used in the analysis or from data collected in the
field [15]. Both sources are prone to bias and are somewhat ill-defined, e.g., it is not an easy task
to define crown boundaries in the field nor to register tree locations measured in the field with tree
locations identified from imagery, even for well-trained personnel. Further, the assessment metrics
vary among different studies: plot level accuracy for reporting the quality of tree counts [123]; accuracy
indices including both commission and omission errors [117]; root mean square error (RMSE) for
comparing arithmetic average of delineated tree crown diameter and the average ground-diameter
estimates [105]; delineation accuracy indicators, including over-identification, under-identification,
and total delineation error indicator [16]. The inconsistency of evaluation brings challenges not only in
performing assessment within an ITCD study but also complicates comparison across different ITCD
studies. We recommend a standardized system that addresses the two-levels of accuracy assessment,
i.e., both plot and individual tree levels.

7.5. Recommendation for Future Work

Though current ITCD studies greatly contribute to forest inventory needs, there is still room for
further development and improvement, particularly with the increased availability of active remotely
sensed data. Accuracy of ITCD is not only reliant on algorithm performance, but depends greatly on
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data quality and characteristics, as well as forest condition. A simple, repeatable assessment procedure
is vital to estimate ITCD accuracy with consistency across projects. With continuous development
and enhancement of technologies, a software application that incorporates a complete set of ITCD
algorithms and selects an appropriate method according to the provided remote sensing data and forest
condition could facilitate practical forest inventory. This integration would require broad cooperation
and contribution of experts from forestry, remote sensing and computer science communities. The ITCD
algorithms applied to date are currently not robust enough for wide-scale application in complicated
forest conditions; however, we are incrementally moving toward the point where automated individual
tree crown delineation will be sufficiently reliable to support generalized forest inventory.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ITCD Individual tree crown detection and delineation
DBH Diameter at breast height
MODIS Moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer
LiDAR Light detection and ranging
ALS Airborne laser scanning
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
CASI Compact airborne spectrographic imager
MEIS-II Multi-detector electro-optical imaging sensor
CHM Canopy height model
SAR Synthetic aperture radar
CARABAS Coherent all radio band sensing
GEOBIA Geographic object-based image analysis
HOACs Higher-order active contours
DSM Digital surface model
3D Three-dimensional
HSCOI Height-scaled crown openness index
CMM Canopy maximum model

COTH
Crown delineation based on optimized object recognition, treetop
identification, and hill-climbing

FiND Fishing net dragging
VMNS Voxel-based marked neighborhood searching
MLS Mobile laser scanning
BPT Binary partition tree
QHull Quick hull
ABRG Agent-based region growing
RMSE Root mean square error
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